
Handsling A1R0evo



A1R0evo
The A1R0evo is the first frame that 
Handsling has designed 100% 
in-house. 

Previous Handsling frames were either 
open mould which we licensed and 
subjected to mould alterations to make 
a unique product or were enhanced 
with minor in-house-designed 
elements, such as the front fork we 
designed for the old A1R0.



A1R0 evolution
The new A1R0evo has been designed as a truly versatile frame that would meet the requirements of the many riders that use Handsling frames. It is 
an evolution of our original A1R0 frame but also incorporates many of the best elements of our other frames, such as the RR1 and A1R2.



Design
The design brief was interpreted by our 
engineer who is a skilled and very 
experienced carbon fibre expert having 
worked on frames for the biggest names in 
cycling. 

We started with a 2D drawing which was 
altered many times to achieve the initial look 
we were after. 

It was then further refined following 
research, both our own CAD and CFD work, 
and after looking at the features of other 
bikes that worked and are not just marketing 
gimmicks.



Material
To date we have used Toray T800 series carbon 
on most of our frames and were keen to continue 
doing so. 

T800 is excellent as it makes a light, stiff frame 
but is also far more durable than some of the 
other carbons used in top road frames. 

In the real world, this means that the frame can 
better absorb impacts without too much cause for 
concern, but will still provide a fantastically high 
performance riding experience.



Manufacture
A specialist factory builds the A1R0evo, very different to the 
factory we use to build our wheel rims. The factory is located in 
Shenzen in China and they also make frames for some of the 
largest brands in cycling, directly alongside Handsling frames.

They use EPS (Expandable Polystyrene System) to make a high 
quality frame. EPS consists of the laminating of carbon fibre 
sheets around a polystyrene internal frame mould which is then 
placed inside a pressurised external frame mould. Under extreme 
pressure and heat, the polystyrene internal mould expands, 
uniformly compressing the carbon and resulting in a frame of 
optimal thickness. The polystyrene internal mould is then 
removed from inside the frame, which is then characterised by an 
extremely neat and smooth interior.

The EPS process results in a lighter, better finished frame by 
eliminating small imperfections and providing increased carbon 
compaction to make the frame even more rigid; this translates 
into less lateral frame flex for the rider.



Weight
EPS helps build a lighter frame and reduce 
the weight of the A1R0evo over the old 
A1R0, bringing it closer to that of our other 
frames. 

The new test frame is 920g for a size 
52cm with a 350g fork weight. This 
compares favourably to the 820g and 350g 
of the RR1. 

We were able to build the Dura-ace Di2 
equipped test frame up into a 7.6kg bike 
including pedals, comparing favourably 
with a Dura-ace mechanical equipped RR1 
at 7.2kgs. 



Geometry
The RR1 was always the go to frame of our race 
team and the most popular customer frame, so we 
have mimicked the RR1 geometry in the A1R0evo. 

It is a proven, neutral handling setup that has won 
national championships and consistently performed 
well in every situation we’ve put it through - from 
tight city centre criteriums, cobbled Belgian classics, 
fast road races, mountainous sportives, rough road 
audax and so on.



Position and Fit
Having race geometry is no good if it does not fit everyone. We wanted to create a 
truly awesome race bike as we support a number of national champions, both 
juniors and veterans, both male and female, who require a stiff race frame and 
often have an aggressive riding position. 

But then we also have a large customer base - many non-racing cyclists and 
sportive riders, those who ride huge distances like the ride leaders for holiday 
companies, or those that are not as flexible and are just getting back into cycling 
after a layoff or injury - who have less aggressive positions but still want to have the 
best frame possible, the same frame that national titles are won on, just not with the 
same extreme ‘slammed’ position. So the frame had to be able to accommodate all 
of these riders differing riding positions.

Previously if a rider required a higher handlebar height, then a stack of unsightly 
round spacers was used below their stem. This compromised front end stiffness, 
which would be even more noticeable under hard braking on a disc braked bike. 
With the A1R0evo we have developed a system of interlocking, aero headset 
spacers that enhance the look of the frame and retain the front end stiffness under 
hard efforts and braking.



Integrated Handlebar
The desire to have completely hidden 
cables in order to maximise aerodynamic 
efficiency, meant that the A1R0evo had 
to have an integrated handlebar.

The bar right in the photograph is an 
aggressive, negative rise, race bar. A 
neutral rise bar (see photo below right) 
will also be made available. 

Both allow for hidden cable routing, no 
matter if fitting a mechanical or an 
electronic groupset. 

We currently have 4 lengths and 3 widths 
for each bar. 

There is also an out-front computer 
attachment included with each bar.



Aero
All of the tube shapes are the latest truncated aero D-shapes that 
offer a number of advantages over the more traditional deep tubed 
aero frame. 

The truncated shape is just as aero as a deep wing shape (typically 
8:1 ratio) and is more aero than an oval tube shape (3:1 ratio), as 
the passing air is not moving along the tube for as long, and moves 
away more quickly being less dirty as it leaves the flat back of the 
D-shape.

Importantly truncated tubes are more aero in a wide variety of 
conditions. No matter the angle of wind resistance, when the air 
separates from the back of the D-shaped tube the airflow is much 
cleaner, creating lower drag.

We have thought carefully about every tube shape and altered 
them to match CFD findings. Even the seatpost is a truncated 
D-shape. These improved aerodynamics are of massive benefit to 
the rider, no matter whether racing a 30 mile criterium or grinding 
out 100 miles.



Tyre Width and Aerodynamics
When not racing or training seriously riders may want to venture off-road now and again on our 
race bikes. We have Handsling riders in Norway riding on snow covered roads and in northern 
Spain on gravel roads. Add to this the new trend for wider tyres, having established their 
reduced rolling resistance, and it made sense to make the frame suitable for wider tyres. 

Based on our initial research we could have stopped at 28mm wide tyres but CFD analysis 
found extra aero benefit of yet more space between frame and wheels. We had always 
presumed that the frame should shelter the wheels but actually, closer together, frame and 
wheels work against each other, messing up the airflow. Separated, they are both very 
aerodynamic and there is less drag as a whole, so our designing better aerodynamics resulted 
in a frame that could fit huge 32mm tyres, providing huge flexibility for the rider.

With the A1R0evo a rider can fit 25mm tyres on our 28mm rims and have a very aero package. 
Fit 28mm tyres on our newly developed hookless, tubeless 30mm wide rims and it is really very 
aero. But if you want to be more adventurous, you can also stick on 30mm or 32mm gravel tyres 
and go off the beaten track. What’s not to love?

The photos below show the room either side of a Schwalbe One Pro which when fitted in our 
new 30mm wide rim, measures close to 31.5mm wide.



Rider Comfort and Frame Stiffness
The potential to use larger tyres also means the 
possibility of enhanced comfort for all riders and meant 
that we could build in more lateral stiffness than with any 
of our previous frames. More of the rider's power will go 
into forward motion without having to suffer a bone 
jarring ride. 

The downtube flairs out to the full width of the BB86 
bottom bracket and the hourglass head tube is massively 
oversized yet still aero. 12mm thru axles also further 
enhance frame and wheel stiffness. 

To further improve rider comfort we have designed a 
seatpost which, while still very aero, is noticeably thin 
and thereby inherently more flexible. 

It also has a neat expander bolt hidden under the top 
tube, which makes freeing up a sticky seat clamp much 
easier.



Asymmetric
As with the old A1R0 frame, the new A1R0evo is 
asymmetric in design. 

The rear chainstays are of different sizes, with the 
bigger tube on the non-drive side where it needs to 
withstand more frame flex. 

Similarly the left front fork blade is thicker than that 
on the right, in order to better withstand the greater 
forces exerted upon it under braking.



Electronic or Mechanical Groupset Compatible

We have placed a space in the downtube which 
accommodates Di2 junction boxes, or can act as a 
cable guide if you want to use normal bars and run 
external cables on the bike, or which can be blanked 
off if using SRAM eTAP. 

We have also made this the easiest of all our frames 
to cable or wire internally; superb internal finishing 
thanks to EPS helps here.



Disc Brakes
The A1R0evo is disc brake only. Disc brakes are now race legal for all. 

More to the point disc brakes are better brakes. Ride a sorted road bike with hydraulic disc brakes, and rider will resent having to go back to 
rim brakes. That one moment when something unexpected happens on the road in front of you, or when it is hammering it down with rain, and 
you can actually stop in time, in a controlled manner, is worth any weight or financial penalty. 

At Handsling rider safety is paramount.  As road conditions deteriorate and traffic levels increase, and riders push harder and harder to ride 
faster on the open road, discs are the best braking option we have available. 

Discs have also freed frame designers from the constraints of the narrow forks and stays needed to accommodate rim brakes. A frame 
designed around rim brakes could not easily accommodate wider tyres or readily have the space between frame and wheels to improve airflow. 



Custom Paint
As usual all Handsling frames can be had custom painted with as many or as few logos as you like!



Specifications
Full carbon Toray T800 series aero frame and fork (6 sizes from 50cm to 60cm)

● Full race geometry
● Weight 920g frame and 350g fork (size 52cm)
● BB86 bottom bracket
● Compatible with electronic or mechanical groupsets
● Downtube Di2/cable junction box mounting
● Asymmetrical fork and chainstays
● Clearance for up to 32mm tyres
● Aero hidden cable arrangement

Frameset includes 
● A fully integrated carbon bar and stem (either 9,10,11,12cm stem with either 

40,42,44cm bar)
● Headset bearings
● Aero, interlocking headset spacers
● Dedicated aero seatpost
● Thru axles 142x12mm and 100x12mm

RRP: £1599.00

Wheels shown in photos are the new Handsling 30mm wide, 40mm deep hookless, tubeless rims on proprietary 
Handsling hubs laced together with Sapim cx-ray spokes and shod with Schwalbe Pro One 28mm tyres.
RRP: £799.00



Full Bike Prices
Custom specification to include your choice of components. All bikes 
are built in our workshop. The examples below are based upon a high 
end spec with Handsling full carbon tubeless wheels, HSC Ceramics 
bottom bracket, Selle Italia titanium railed saddle, Schwalbe One Pro 
tubeless tyres, Handsling carbon bottle cages, and so on. This can be 
varied to match budget and performance requirements.

Shimano Dura-ace 9170 Di2 £4799

Shimano Dura-ace 9120 £4299

SRAM Red eTAP £4699

Campag Super Record EPS £5199

Campag Record EPS £4399

Campag Super Record £4799

Campag Record £4499

Shimano Ultegra 8070 Di2 £3899

Shimano Ultegra 8020 £3199

Shimano 105 7020 £2899

SRAM Force 22 £3399

Campag Chorus £4199

Contact simon@handslingbikes.com or tel 07968-699848

mailto:simon@handslingbikes.com

